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Volulon discreet protection suit

 WIP: This article is a work in progress and is not yet approved for usage in the RP.

Simply put, the VDPS protects its user from kinetic, chemical, biological, radeological and compression
threats, though only in its ACTIVE configuration. In its PASSIVE mode, the VDPS appears as a normal
element of clothing even under scrutiny and as with volulon, can be programmed. This is ideal if a user
does not wish to display a failure of confidence in one's hosts or alarm those around them with suspicious
equipment - though this functionality comes at an incredible cost.

Commonly, it is distributed to Lazarus operatives in the field.

Lazarus fielded the Volulon Discreet Protection Suit in YE 35. It retails for 135,999KS.

Statistics

Type: Discreet protection system Designers: Lazarus Consortium Nomenclature: LAZ-UM-01
Manufacturer: Lazarus Consortium Production: Case by case basis, custom made

More about the Volulon Discreet Protection
Suit

A military grade evolution of volulon, the Volulon Discreet Protection Suit (VDPS) protects from kinetic,
chemical, biological, radeological or atmospheric conditions which pose a threat to the user.

Under normal circumstances, the complete unit appears as a specific element of attire - usually a heavy
coat with the legs, gloves and helmet tucked away - which passes as whatever it is chosen to be under
scrutiny. In this mode, the VDPS offers little to no protection at all, beyond absorbing kinetic strikes (such
as those of a bullet) by distributing it across the whole surface of the coat. Important is that while the
material is very heavy for a coat, because it sits over the user's body, the weight is distributed and hence
it is quite easy to wear.

In Active-Mode, the legs tucked up inside the back of the suit tuck down, enveloping the users' legs and
feet - gloves inside the cuffs cover the user's hands and the hood slips down and seals over the neck and
face, producing a face-plate. In this mode, the suit is much less dense - with a “crunchy” nano-material
exterior designed to ablate when struck - with muscular weave beneath.
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Functionality

In active mode, the suit provides the aforementioned protection. In addition, the faceplate contains a
basic HUD system as well as system networking and basic strength augmentation and motor-function
filters and a compression system for wounds to prevent bleed-out - allowing a user with injuries to walk
and move normally.

Stasis Mode

The suit can also harden into a Sarcophagus of sorts and enter a stasis mode, containing a complete
Lazarus Stasis unit, as well as an SS beacon - allowing for long-term preservation of the user for retrieval.
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